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Some background about genetics

• Human genome is ~ 3 billion letters (nucleotides) 
in length

• >99% of the letters are the same for all humans
• But the differences in letter can matter

• And these letters are permanent*



The Social Genomics Revolution



The Genomics Revolution

Genetic facts 
+

Technology improvements in measuring genetics
+

Statistical improvements in predictive analysis
=

Many new policy questions



The Genomics Revolution

• What are these improvements?



Recall:  prices change over time









Exponential increase in availability of DNA data

• 23andMe (5 million today, 2 Million in April 2017;  800K in 
2015)

• Ancestry DNA (7 million today, 4 million in April 2017; 3M 
in January 2017)

• In the weekend after Thanksgiving 2017: 1.5 million genetic tests.

• Family Tree DNA ( 900k in August 2017)

• 1 in 20 of the US population in these three databases






The Future 

• “We therefore 
estimate between 
100 million and as 
many as 2 billion 
human genomes 
could be sequenced 
by 2025, representing 
four to five orders of 
magnitude growth in 
ten years.”

Stephens, Zachary D., et al. 
"Big data: astronomical or 
genomical?." PLoS
biology 13.7 (2015): 
e1002195.



Government Efforts







The Genomics Revolution

Genetic facts 
+

Technology improvements in measuring genetics  reduced 
costs and huge genetic datasets

+
Statistical improvements in predictive analysis



Explosion in Predictive Capacity 

• Population Level

• Personal Level



Genome Wide Association Studies (GWAS)

• Amass a huge dataset of important outcomes 
and genotype

• Use datamining techniques to scan for novel 
“hits”

• 10K to Millions of statistical analyses



Genome Wide Association Studies (GWAS)





Slightly more complicated genetic architecture: food allergies 



Summarizing the results

• With complex traits, there are many (tens/hundreds) of 
genetic signals scattered throughout the genome

• An ongoing focus is in summarizing these signals into a 
single predictive measure (Polygenic Score)



The 3,000+ genome-wide association studies (GWAS) published over 
the last 10+ years have revealed more than 39,000 genetic links to 
human traits and disease



Notes:  N=300,000;  Replication Sample is 110,000





Personalizing Genomic Predictions





Direct to consumer genetic predictions



DNA merged with other software



Policy impacts

• New Directions in Discrimination

• Shift from group based discrimination to personalized
discrimination

• Three Examples



Health Insurance and Employment



Dating and Marriage



That was then…now



What else might we predict?

• Hint:  You have the same genes now as when you were a fetus



What do you want to know about your fetus or baby?

• Sex?
• Eye Color?
• Hair color?
• Height?
• Weight?

• Athleticism?
• IQ?
• Facial features?



Long history of desire to predict children’s 
characteristics

“Infantograph” was 
patented by Dr. 
Seuss for the 1939 
World’s Fair



Face prediction using only genetic data



Discrimination in future generations



Example outside US

• In China:
• genetic diseases carry heavy stigma
• people with disabilities get very little support 
• religious and ethical push-back against 

PGD is almost non-existent.
• China has also lifted some restrictions on 

family size and seen a subsequent rise in 
fertility treatments among older couples

• Use of PGD is growing 5X faster than in the 
US.



The Future

• Large increases in predictive capacity
• Large increases in personal genetic data

• Discrimination “opportunities”
• Possibility of private data becoming public

• More discrimination “opportunities”
• Possibility of targeting interventions, programs, 

policies, settings (Precision Medicine 
Precision Policy)



Current Policy Considerations

• Privacy
• Who can obtain and act on genetic 

information?
• Employers?
• Health Insurers?
• Life Insurers?
• Schools?
• Parents?
• Family members?

• Access to technologies
• Targeting policies and interventions



Privacy



Privacy—2018 update

• Abstract:….Using genomic data of 1.28 million individuals tested with consumer genomics, 
we…project that about 60% of the searches for individuals of European descent will result in a 
third-cousin or closer match, which theoretically allows their identification using demographic 
identifiers.

• Moreover, the technique could implicate nearly any U.S. individual of European descent in the 
near future



Health coverage and pre-existing conditions



Health coverage and pre-existing conditions

• What about pre-existing genetics and future health conditions?



Genetic testing as a workplace benefit

After Nvidia began offering free screening from Color 
last year, about 27 percent of its 6,000 eligible 
employees in the United States took the test. After SAP 
started subsidizing the genetic tests last year, about 17 
percent of the company’s 30,000 eligible employees 
and family members participated.





The Future

• Gene editing
• Reduce / eliminate genetic disorders?
• Enhancements to human capabilities?











But in the meantime—a focus on plants and 
animals

• longer-lasting potatoes
• flood-resistant rice 
• drought-hardy corn 
• mildew-proof wheat
• tomato plants that don’t drop their fruit / allow 

mechanized picking

• Pigs free of retroviruses that sicken people, 
allowing massive increase in pig-to-human organ 
transplants









Additional Policy questions 

• Possibility of a monumental reduction in the 
burden of genetic disorders

• Gene editing of animals, plants…

• Gene editing to enhance humans

• Policy discussions are urgently needed
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